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CONDITION: Upper corners incised to fit pointed gothic frame. Background
behind figures and temple is probably scraped down and repaired, since no
cracks show clearly. Three nail holes repaired at bottom edge of panel.

Small holes in Priest's hat, etc., and a larger hole over heads of girls
in background.

UNDERFAINT: The difference in character between the photograph and the
shadowgraph is due to the small repairs and toning on the surface. There
are several minute changes in the de sign, as seen in the shadowgraph, which
are ali improvement on the surface version, as in the hand of the Child, the
position of His rcbe, the profile pint:i headdress of the woman pouring water,
etc. The same kind of alteration in character, due to repainting, can be
seen in No. 84 and No. 86. Note, for instance, the greater intensity of the
expression on the faces of the beggars in the shadowgraph of No. 86, as
compared with tho photograph.

STYLE: The soft painting of draperies with dense, parallel, ribbon-like
borders, the round fingered, stiff hands, with odd gestures, the intensity
of the faces and general method of laying pigment compare well with
Bartolo di Fredi's Crucifixion (Metropolitan Museum) and, of course, the
arrangement of the composition of the Birth of the Virgin is very close to
that in the mural of the same title in the Church of St. Augustine, San
Gimignano,
even to the gesture of the Child. This mural is by Bartolc di
Fredi.

These resemblances point to Bartolo di Fredi or a close follawer,
perhaps Andrea di Bartolo, his son. However, the standard work of the son,
the picture in the Church of Saint Peter and Saint Paul, Buonconvento, are

not as intense as Er. Krees's pictures, nor as well drawn. When the three

panels belonging to Mr. Kress are cleaned, it will be easier to decide their

relationship to Bartolo di Fredi.

No'E. 84, 85 and 86, Andrea di Bartolo. The School in which these three panel
rere produced is particularly obscure even though the names of many painters
are known fc: it. The judgment about the author cf your panels plF*ces him
certainly in the vicinity of Bar:010 di Fredi, but does not assert that

Andror di Bartolo was the painter. Berensonk attribution of several paintinn of this tyrx and general style to Gualtieri is, as he himself says, not

a final attribution. He has used the name of Gualtieri to rez*sent a group
of obscure artists. I have made no examination of paintings by Gua'ltieri,

and can only say that although your pictures fit in with the work attributed
to that artist, there seems to be no definite reason for assuming that
Gualtieri was an actual painter. Ry personal feeling is that a more accurste
attribution for this picture would be Unknawn Follower of Bartolo di Fredi.
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